VARSITY

Sweetwater

Home Plate
Size: 62" x 62"

THIS QUILT IS JELLY ROLL® FRIENDLY

SW P230/ SW P230G

FYI:
Sometimes we choose a theme that suits us just perfectly. Varsity is one of those themes. It’s not because we are any good at sports. Because we really aren’t. What we are good at is watching sports. It’s kind of what we do. All the time. From professional football to watching our 12 year old play league basketball, someone around here is always watching sports. So when we relate to the subject matter, the designing is easy.

After we chose a sports related theme, we were really intent on not making it “cutesy”. We wanted something that a teenaged boy or girl would like. Something preppy, that a college quilt could be made from. And while we love the quilts made with all the colors, we encourage quilts made with specific school colors. For instance, if you live in Nebraska, you may want to use only the reds in a quilt for your favorite Cornhusker fan. Of course, we couldn’t include every sports teams’ colors in the collection, but we hope we got the major ones!
SW P229/ SW P229G  The Stadium  Size: 56" x 66"

August Delivery
August Delivery

5590 13 * Navy

5594 13 Navy

5598 12 Navy

5596 13 Navy

5592 21 * Vanilla Navy

5594 21 Vanilla Navy

5595 23 * Navy

Practice, Practice
Big Things come from small beginnings
Never give up.